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Colonel Fitzwilliam has always been a ladiesâ€™ man, confident and suave. But when his heart falls

for the recently widowed Charlotte Collins, he discovers all of his experience does him little good.

And as he prepares to depart for war in the Americas, he fears he is leaving Charlotte behind at

Pemberley with a more dangerous foeâ€”one he does not know how to fight. Charlotte Collins, ill

prepared to understand the workings of a heart that has been touched, is determined to find a way

to provide a new life for her and her unborn child. But as she quietly observes the daily, tender

expressions of love between Mr. and Mrs. Darcy, she is forced to reexamine her own beliefs about

love and marriage. With battles looming inside them both, Colonel Fitzwilliam prepares to fight the

greatest battle he has ever faced. As the conflict unfolds, even a decorated colonel finds himself

helpless against the foe. He can only hope for something greater than himself to interveneâ€”for

more than one person has hope for Fitzwilliam to return home safely and secure Charlotteâ€™s

fragile, independent heart.*Please note - this book contains a brief flashback of physical abuse of a

spouse and may not be appropriate for all ages
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Absolutely wonderful continuation of the Hope Series Trilogy, focusing on Colonel Fitzwilliam and

Charlotte Collins that is beautifully written. It is so compelling that it will probably be one you will

need to read in one sitting. I couldn't put it down. Richard and Charlotte are favorite P&P characters

of mine and I love books that build a future for them beyond what we glimpse in the Austen classic.

The character of William Collins in this book fit pretty closely to what I had thought of him in Jane's

original book so it was not hard for me to settle into this version of the future for the Collins family. I

have always felt it would have been great if Richard to have been able to pursue Charlotte. This is a

Colonel Fitzwilliam you will love and admire. Charlotte is exactly like Jane presented her. She is

amazingly loyal, practical, dedicated to those she loves with an inner strength that is heart warming.

Elizabeth and Darcy continue their love story in the book and we get to watch sweet Georgiana

grow up. Now it is time for Darcy to come to the aid of his beloved cousin, Richard.The story is a

loving, clean and emotional drama that could really have been written in a modern format since it

deals with human struggles that are timeless. Most readers have a friend or relative who have been

forced to deal with these issues in their lives. Some may understand the plot personally. It has a

HEA with fresh insight into Jesus' parable of the sower. I don't like spoilers so I will not recount the

plot. It is definitely on my favorite list. Jeanna does not disappoint with this series and I am anxiously

waiting for Georgiana's story of hope in book three.

I choose this rating because this story was so wonderfully written. It touch my heart in ways i can

not articulate. I know very well what abuse can do to ones heart and mind. I know how it can alter a

person. Ms. Ellsworth has written on two very important issues, abuse and war which still sadly

exists in the 21st century. I am so overwhelmed by this story I sincerely believe that their may be

hope for me. I plan to buy this book in hard copy. All I can say is thank you for writing this most

wonderful story on Hope.

The Colonel has long been my favorite secondary character and this has to be my favorite portrayal

of him. Rarely does a book bring me to tears but I was weeping during the conversation that the

colonel had with the 'Little General'. It is well worth the read of the entire book just for that one

scene. I don't think I have ever seen him portrayed so tender, loving, gentle and caring.I always

admire authors who take on tough subjects like rape or abuse. I loved the way she handled it here



using the parable of the sower to help the colonel know what to do. We all need hope. Well done.

Jeanna Ellsworth has created a very Austen like character for Colonel Fitzwilliam. It has been

delightful to get to know him thru this novel. It was only right that the Colonel should pursue our

Charlotte. He and Charlotte have been fleshed out into really believable characters. Jane Austen

would have hoped that she thought of them together herself. I absolutely loved this book. What a

story! However, we also got to know more about our beloved E and D thru it. It was truly a win/win

situation. I so look forward to the third book in the trilogy!

The power of love to change bodies is legendary, built into folklore, common sense, and everyday

experience. Love moves the flesh, it pushes matter around.... Throughout history, "tender loving

care" has uniformly been recognized as a valuable element in healing. ~Larry DosseyHope for

Fitzwilliam -- a love story, a spiritual story, a healing story, a courageous story -- a story of tender

loving care!Ms. Ellsworth examines God as a healer of wounds -- Colonel Fitzwilliam's physical

injuries and Charlotte Collins emotional injuries.The mystery from the 1st story of this series -- Hope

for Mr. Darcy -- is concluded in this book.I recommend this story to anyone who enjoys JAFF.

Ms Ellsworth offers up a wonderfully rich and detailed love story tempered by suspense. It has been

a popular effort to deepen the character of Colonel Fitzwilliam. Taking Charlotte Collins through a

Vale of pain to a world of trust and love makes "Hope for Fitzwilliam" a treasure.
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